ART & ART THERAPY

BRAIN CANCER
Demopoulos, A. (2012) *Neoplastic meningitis: challenging to diagnose, difficult to treat, important to palliate.* (viewpoint) *Journal of Supportive Oncology* 10(2) p54. doi: 10.1016/j.suponc.2011.08.003
Palese, A et al. (2012) *Do nurses risk underestimating the problems of patients with frontal lobe neoplasms?* (research) *European Journal of Oncology Nursing* 16(2) p158-64. doi: 10.1016/j.ejon.2011.04.014

BREAST CANCER
Decker, CL et al. (2012) *A brief intervention to minimize psychosexual morbidity in dyads coping with breast cancer.* (research) *Oncology Nursing Forum* 39(2) p176-85. doi: 10.1188/12.ONF.176-185
Heiney, SP et al. (2012) *Participant evaluation of teleconference support for African American women with breast cancer [E-paper only].* (research) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) pE24-30. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821e9947
Loerzel, VW et al. (2012) *Posttreatment concerns of older women with early-stage breast cancer.* (research) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) p83-8. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821a3843
Matthews, EE et al. (2012) *Breast cancer and symptom clusters during radiotherapy [E-paper only].* (research) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) pE1-11. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e3182277222

CANCER : GENERAL
Driver, JA et al. (2012) *Inverse association between cancer and Alzheimer's disease: results from the Framingham Heart Study.* (research) *BMJ* 344. doi: 10.1136/bmj.e1442
Morrison, V et al. (2012) *Common, important, and unmet needs of cancer outpatients.* (research) *European Journal of Oncology Nursing* 16(2) p115-23. doi: 10.1016/j.ejon.2011.04.004
Smith, A et al. (2012) Risk of cancer in first seven years after metal-on-metal hip replacement compared with other bearings and general population: linkage study between the National Joint Registry of England and Wales and hospital episode statistics. (research) BMJ 344. doi: 10.1136/bmj.e2383


CANCER NURSING


Hewitt, J et al. (2012) Views of specialist head and neck nurses about changes in their role. (research) Cancer Nursing Practice 11(2) p34-37.


CANCER PREVENTION


In the press – Aspirin and cancer


CANCER SERVICES


CHEMOTHERAPY


EDUCATION


Rosenzweig, M et al. (2012) *Bridging the gap: a descriptive study of knowledge and skill needs in the first year of oncology nurse practitioner practice.* (research) *Oncology Nursing Forum* 39(2) p195-201. doi: 10.1188/12.ONF.195-201

GASTROINTESTINAL CANCERS


GENETICS

Meiser, B et al. (2012) *Getting to the point: what women newly diagnosed with breast cancer want to know about treatment-focused genetic testing [online exclusive].* (research) *Oncology Nursing Forum* 39(2) pE101-E111

GYNAECOLOGICAL CANCER


Smith, A et al. (2012) *Signs of aging or the vague symptoms of ovarian cancer? [online exclusive].* (research) *Oncology Nursing Forum* 39(2) pE150-E156

HAEMATO-ONCOLOGY


HEAD AND NECK CANCER


LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT


LUNG CANCER


In the press – blood tests for lung cancer


Study Days
at The Royal Marsden Education and Conference Centre

Welcome to The Royal Marsden Education and Conference Centre study day programme. Our study days draw upon the wealth of knowledge and expertise of the clinical staff at The Royal Marsden and other organisations, who are leaders in their field. Whether you are looking for a general overview of cancer care or specialist knowledge which will support your role, we look forward to welcoming you.

22 May  Paediatric Brain Tumour Study Day - £80
www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/paedbrain
This one day course is designed to provide delegates with an understanding of the treatments currently used to treat children with brain tumours, and to share experiences of supporting children and their families during this time.

30 May  Developing Nurse Led Chemotherapy Clinics - £100
www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/nurseledchemo
This study day will give attendees the knowledge and expertise needed to run and set up nurse led chemotherapy clinics.

9 June  Oncoplastic Breast Surgery for Clinical Nurse Specialists and Nurse Practitioners - £100
www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/oncoplastic
This course is aimed at nurse specialists who already have a basic knowledge and experience of oncoplastic breast surgery, but who wish to extend their understanding of oncoplastic surgery.

10 July  Tracheostomy Care Study Day - £100
www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/tracheostomy
This study day will facilitate and enhance nurses and allied health professionals' knowledge and skills to care for adult patients with tracheostomy.

26 July  Co-ordinate My Care – A training day for nurses, commissioners and other healthcare professionals - £100
www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/coordinate
CMC is a clinical service underpinned by an electronic solution, that coordinates care, giving patients choice and improved quality of life.

To view a full list of all our study days and conferences visit
www.royalmarsden.nhs.uk/studydays

For further information please Tel: 020 7808 2921 or Email: conferencecentre@rmh.nhs.uk
MEDIA

NUTRITION
Nguyen, A et al. (2012) **Head and neck cancer: defining effective medical nutrition therapy for nutritional phases observed during chemoradiation.** (educational paper) *Oncology Nutrition Connection* 20(3) p3-16.
Thompson, LA et al. (2012) **Tips for the enteral administration of medications.** (educational paper) *Oncology Nutrition Connection* 20(1) p18-22.

PAEDIATRIC CANCER
Kestler, SA et al. (2012) **Review of symptom experiences in children and adolescents with cancer [E-paper only].** (review) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) pE31-49. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e3182207a2a
Rodgers, C et al. (2012) **Children's Coping Strategies for Chemotherapy-Induced Nausea and Vomiting.** (research) *Oncology Nursing Forum* 39(2) p202-9. doi: 10.1188/12.ONF.202-209
Ruble, K et al. (2012) **Body composition after bone marrow transplantation in childhood.** (research) *Oncology Nursing Forum* 39(2) p186-92. doi: 10.1188/12.ONF.186-192
Van Cleve, L et al. (2012) **Symptoms in children with advanced cancer: child and nurse reports.** (research) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) p115-25. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821aedba
Williams, PD et al. (2012) **A symptom checklist for children with cancer: the Therapy-Related Symptom Checklist-Children.** (research) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) p89-98. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821a51f6

PAEDIATRIC CANCER : PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS
Bruce, BS et al. (2012) **School liaison program for children with brain tumors.** (research) *Journal of Pediatric Oncology Nursing* 29(1) p45-54. doi: 10.1177/104345421143296

Prchal, A et al. (2012) How siblings of pediatric cancer patients experience the first time after diagnosis: a qualitative study. (research) *Cancer Nursing* 35(2) p133-40. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821e0c59


PAIN MANAGEMENT


PALLIATIVE CARE


Romotzky, V et al. (2012) OPCARE9 work package 4 - psychological and psychosocial support. (review) *European Journal of Palliative Care* 19(2) p73-76.


van der Werff, G et al. (2012) Hospital nurses' views of the signs and symptoms that herald the onset of the dying phase in oncology patients. (research) International Journal of Palliative Nursing 18(3) p143-49.

PALLIATIVE CARE SERVICES


Watson, M et al. (2012) The path to developing unified palliative care services in India. (feature) European Journal of Palliative Care 19(2) p88-90.

PELVIC CANCERS

Edmonds, K et al. (2012) Strategies for assessing and managing the adverse events of sorafenib and other targeted therapies in the treatment of renal cell and hepatocellular carcinoma: Recommendations from a European nursing task group. (research) European Journal of Oncology Nursing 16(2) p172-84. doi: 10.1016/j.ejon.2011.05.001


Ezer, H et al. (2012) Psychosocial adjustment of men during the first year of prostate cancer. (research) Cancer Nursing 35(2) p141-7. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821f1b81


PSYCHO-SOCIAL FACTORS

Carey, M et al. (2012) Identifying psychological morbidity among people with cancer using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale: time to revisit first principles? (research) Psychooncology 21(3) p229-38. doi: 10.1002/pon.2057


Given, BA et al. (2012) Family and Caregiver Needs over the Course of the Cancer Trajectory. (educational paper) Journal of Supportive Oncology 10(2) p57-64. doi: 10.1016/j.suponc.2011.10.003


Kam, LY et al. (2012) Using the theory of planned behavior to understand health professionals' attitudes and intentions to refer cancer patients for psychosocial support. (research) Psychooncology 21(3) p316-23. doi: 10.1002/pon.1897


Lohne, V et al. (2012) The relationship between hope and caregiver strain in family caregivers of patients with advanced cancer. (research) Cancer Nursing 35(2) p99-105. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821e9a02


REHABILITATION


Jahn, P et al. (2012) InterACTIV: An Exploratory Study of the Use of a Game Console to Promote Physical Activation of Hospitalized Adult Patients With Cancer [online exclusive]. (research) Oncology Nursing Forum 39(2) pE84-90. doi: 10.1188/12.ONF.E84-E90

Kwon, IG et al. (2012) Health-related quality of life in cancer patients between baseline and a three-year follow-up. (research) European Journal of Oncology Nursing 16(2) p131-6. doi: S1462-3889(11)00088-3 [pii]


RESEARCH

SEXUALITY
Lee, L et al. (2012) Giving staff confidence to discuss sexual concerns with patients. (research) Cancer Nursing Practice 11(2) p28-32.

SKIN CANCER

SPIRITUALITY

SURVIVORSHIP
Campesino, M et al. (2012) Perceived discrimination and ethnic identity among breast cancer survivors. (research) Oncology Nursing Forum 39(2) pE91-E100. doi: 10.1188/12.ONF.E91-E100


Swore Fletcher, B et al. (2012) A blessing and a curse: head and neck cancer survivors' experiences. (research) Cancer Nursing 35(2) p126-32. doi: 10.1097/NCC.0b013e31821bd054

SYMPTOM MANAGEMENT


TOBACCO


Ferguson, J et al. (2012) Effect of offering different levels of support and free nicotine replacement therapy via an English national telephone quitline: randomised controlled trial. (research) BMJ 344. doi: 10.1136/bmj.e1696
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